
ENGAGE UNCONFERENCE OUTPUT

This presentation shows what we did as part of the National Coordinating

Centre for Public Engagement (NCCPE) Unconference

Beyond Hero Stories

How can we move beyond hero stories and help understand and learn from failure in public

engagement and research impact work? 



WHO WE ARE

Sarah Morton -

theme leader

Director and founder of

Matter of Focus - I wanted

to lead this stream

because I am really

concerned that to mature

as a sector we need to

embed a learning culture

that embraces failure. I am

worried that the culture of

REF impact case studies is

focusing only on the

positive shiny hero stories. 

Facilitators

Holly Rogers Academy of

Medical Sciences

Charlotte Coales

Zoological Society of

London, and Peter Lefort,

University of Exeter helped

to design and facilitate the

session.

Participants

This output was generated

through discussion with 45

public engagement and

research impact

professionals from the UK,

Canada and beyond.



WHAT WE DID
We devised a session that would

allow people to share failure

stories, and also to move the

conversations forward as to how

we can create a more supportive

culture around failure

shared failure stories
we developed  a framework for exploring and learning

from failure in small groups

set ground rules
we set ground rules to help create a safe space

shared ideas 

we discussed how to move beyond hero stories in our

organisations and settings so that other people can

lern from this process



WHAT IS A

SAFE SPACE?
There was a lot of agreement about

creating safe spaces. This is the

agreement we used so that people

who had never met before felt safe

sharing failure stories

Relational agreement

Not to share identifiable details of any other participant’s

story without their explicit consent.

To respect the privacy of information that is shared

during sessions, not copy, screenshot or otherwise

record without permission

To find ways to communicate with respect, care and

compassion for ourselves and each other, including

listening at least as much as we speak; speaking one at a

time without interrupting; supporting all voices to be

heard.

To practice appreciation and gratitude in receiving and

sharing our stories.

We agree



A FRAMEWORK FOR 

SHARING FAILURE

STORIES

We used this framework

to interview each other

about our failure stories



HOW CAN WE MOVE

BEYOND HERO

STORIES? 
We used a problem framework to think about how we

move beyond hero stories. This allowed us to think about

the problem, what the solution looked like and to explore

what we can do to reach solutions.



DEFINE AND

REVERSE THE

PROBLEM 
why is it difficult to move beyond

hero stories? 







PRACTICAL IDEAS FOR

MOVING BEYOND

HERO STORIES

Have a 'failure session' at

each team meeting

Incentivise people to share

failure

Get funders to request a

section in reports about

what went wrong

Hold meetings, world cafe

sessions and other

opportunities to talk about

failure

Where institutional
culture or fear is too

rampant,
push for a learning
framing as a start.

 

leaders need to set the tone
and model good behavior in

sharing failures

Reframe failure as learning

Find allies and buddies to

create spaces where you

can embed this into your

work

Create cross-institutional

support to be open about

failure and learning



WHAT NEXT?

we have bootstrapped

@matter_of_focus

@sasmort

sarah@matter-of-focus.comfit

 

We will take this to the engage conference and add to the 
practical ideas for moving beyond hero stories

 
At Matter of Focus we are planning on holding more 

sessions on sharing failure
 

What will you do? 


